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Status of synopsis Your overall comments / suggestions

1 EEEDUNR05 198072126 Mrs Jamila Anwar Shaikh PGDEMA-MESP49 Approved It should not be too lengthy shorten it ok

2 EEEDUNR05 198066376 Mrs. Khan Meenaz Maqsood PGDEMA-MESP49
Approved with 

modification

Project proposal should be written in short keeping the intricacies 

of research.

3 EEEDUNR05 198065730 Mrs Sejwalkar Dishad PGDEMA-MESP49
Approved with 

modification

Condense your proposal .It looks like Project 3-4pages are 

sufficient by following all the steps of project

4 EEMPCNT01 185125103 Raj Rani Jain MAPC-MPCE26
Approved with 

modification

You have to peruse all comments and make appropriate changes 

in the project, before submitting it once again.

1. The citations and references do not match. Refer Introduction 

and literature review section. You have quoted various studies, but 

it is not mentioned in reference.

2. Please follow APA Style of citations and Referencing.

3. Your title and objectives do not match.

4. Justify and explain use of different statistical technique.

5. Your project title, objectives, hypothesis and statistical 

technique do no match.

6. References are incomplete. Provide all references cited in the 

project
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5 EEMPCNT01 188438319 Abhishek Singh MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

You have to peruse all comments and make appropriate changes 

in the project, before submitting it once again.

1.Write operational definition of academic performance

2. Please check correctness of the IV and DV. (p.23)

3. Please check correctness of the research design.

4. How you would select sample randomly? Specify method of 

random sampling.

5. Please refer APA guideline of consent. It requires taking written 

consent from participants

6.How you will going to measure academic performance

7. The citations and references do not match. Refer Introduction 

and literature review section. You have quoted various studies, but 

it is not mentioned in reference.

8. Please follow APA Style of citations and Referencing.

9. The Tools measures the Test Anxiety and Title reflect "Anxiety". 

Both are different

10. What do you mean by sample form Mumbai region?

11. Justify and explain use of statistical technique in your research

12. Your project title, objectives, hypothesis and statistical 

technique do no match.

13. References are incomplete. Provide all references cited in the 

project

14. Please follow APA style of referencing. For your help visit this 

site and follow it guideline: https://apastyle.apa.org/

ALL THE BEST
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6 EEMPCNT01 158425639 Murli Sundrani MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

You have to peruse all comments and make appropriate changes 

in the project, before submitting it once again.

1.Please check correctness of the Title of the project

2. Please check correctness of the variables 

3. Please check correctness of the research design.

4. How you would select sample randomly? Specify method of 

random sampling.

5. Please refer APA guideline of consent. It requires taking written 

consent from participants

6. The citations and references do not match. Refer Introduction 

and literature review section. You have quoted various studies, but 

it is not mentioned in reference.

7. Please follow APA Style of citations and Referencing.

8. Justify and explain use of statistical technique in your research

9. Your project title, objectives, hypothesis and statistical 

technique do no match.

10. References are incomplete. Provide all references cited in the 

project

11. Please follow APA style of referencing. For your help visit this 

site and follow it guideline: https://apastyle.apa.org/

ALL THE BEST
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7 EEMPCNT01 185144672 Ranu Khandelwal MAPC-MPCE36 Not Approved

You have to peruse all comments and make appropriate changes 

in the project, before submitting it once again.

1. Tile of the study is not proper. Revise it and resubmit.

2. Is it Psychological capacity or capitol (p4)?

3. Please check correctness of the IV and DV. 

4. Please check correctness of the research design.

5. How you would select sample? Name the city? It seems that 

you have failed to fill the blank of the fill in the blank ready-made 

template of project proposal :)

6. Please refer APA guideline of consent. It requires taking written 

consent from participants

7. The citations and references do not match. Refer Introduction 

and literature review section. You have quoted various studies, but 

it is not mentioned in reference.

8. Please follow APA Style of citations and Referencing.

9. Justify and explain use of statistical technique in your research

10. Your project title, objectives, hypothesis and statistical 

technique do no match.

11. References are incomplete. Provide all references cited in the 

project

12. Please follow APA style of referencing. For your help visit this 

site and follow it guideline: https://apastyle.apa.org/

ALL THE BEST
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8 EEMPCNT01 176714568 Dimple Sharma MAPC-MPCE26 Not Approved

You have to peruse all comments and make appropriate changes 

in the project, before submitting it once again.

1. What is the relevance of the topic? There would be obvious 

difference between PCOS and Non-PCOS? 

2. How you will measure and control demographic variables? 

(sample section)

3. Which tool or test you will be using to measure Mental and 

Physical Health ? (sample section)

4. Provide validity of Kristen Neff & Morris Rosenberg’s self 

esteem scale?

5. What is the reliability and validity of Intuitive eating scale?

6.What is the relevance of counter balancing in research design?

7. Provide operational definitions of the variables with the citation 

of the author ( you have written name of the scales /test)

8. What is the meaning of "Data will be cleaned and coded for 

analysis"?

9.Provide operational definition of single women diagnosed with 

PCOS and not diagnosed with PCOS

10. The sample will be composed of approximately 60 women 

from metro cities between the ages of 20-30 years.-- How many 

metro cities will be covered in sampling?

11. Provide consent from with the submission

12. Have you obtained the permission from the author of 

Psychological test/tools to use it? Some of the test are copyrighted

13. The citations and references do not match. Refer Introduction 

and literature review section. You have quoted various studies, but 

it is not mentioned in reference.

14.Please follow APA Style of citations and Referencing.

15.References are incomplete. Provide all references cited in the 

project.

16.Please follow APA style of referencing. If you want, for your 

help visit this site and follow its guideline: https://apastyle.apa.org/
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9 EEMPCNT01 185140708 Rutesh Panditrao MAPC-MPCE36 Not Approved

You have to peruse all comments and make appropriate changes 

in the project, before submitting it once again.

1. Please change the word Thane City in Title. Are covering entire 

population of Thane? If you are covering entire population of 

Thane City, then you can keep it.

2. Title is not as per APA style or any other norms of Title of 

Psychological Research. Title is not approved. Please re-work on 

it.

3.The citations and references do not match. Refer Introduction 

and literature review section. You have quoted various studies, but 

it is not mentioned in the reference.

4. Provide the source of operational definition. Who have defined 

all these variables? Provide the name of author and author (i.e. 

citation.)

5. Which level of teachers will be your participants? 

Primary?Secondary?Higher Secondary? Jr College?

6.  Provide separate Hypotheses for all demographic variables i.e. 

Age, Marital Status, Educational Qualification, Years of 

Experience.

7. Provide separate Hypotheses or relations with all the 5 Conflict 

management Styles (Avoiding, Harmonizing, Directing, 

Compromising, Cooperating) and demographic variables

8. Please describe, how these variables will have an impact by the 

type of school and the demographic variables?
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10 EEMPCNT01 188437087 Ms. Chinmayi Girish Lele MAPC-MPCE36
Approved with 

modification

* From the Tile just remove the word "A STUDY ON" - It is not 

appropriate as per APA style

1. Please follow APA Style of citations and Referencing.

2. What is the age range of participants?

3. All three hypotheses are written by using same variables. It is 

only one hypothesis

4. What is rational of using Power Perception Profile (perception 

of self) ( Paul Hersey, Walter E. Natemeyer) & Maturity of Follower 

( Paul Hersey, Blanchard)

5. There is no connection between hypotheses and above two 

tools

6. Have you obtained the permission from the author of 

Psychological test/tools to use it? Some of the tests are 

copyrighted

7.The citations and references do not match. Refer Introduction 

and literature review section. You have quoted various studies, but 

it is not mentioned in reference.

8. References are incomplete. Provide all references cited in the 

project.

9. Please follow APA style of referencing. If you want, for your help 

visit this site and follow its guideline: https://apastyle.apa.org/

ALL THE BEST
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11 EEMPCNT01 192009061 shehnaz abdul sattar mansuri MAPC-MPCE36 Not Approved

You have to peruse all comments and make appropriate changes 

in the project, before submitting it once again.

****Please write appropriate Title. Refer APA Style or refere any 

article published by APA or standard publications****

1. The citations and references do not match. Refer Introduction 

and literature review section. You have quoted various studies, but 

it is not mentioned in the reference.

2. Please follow APA Style of citations and Referencing.

3. Your title and objectives do not match.

4. Title reflects Co relations and objectives and hypothesis are 

framed to find out differences between genders.

5. How do you match participants from following category and tend 

to collect sample from: education,and age---Justify

6. How 12 th standard pass person can be matched with a 

Graduate. Pl refer sampling criteria provided by you

 7. How you will be categorizing the age range of participants?

8. Justify and explain use of different statistical technique.

9. Your project title, objectives, hypothesis and statistical 

technique do no match.

10. References are incomplete. Provide all references cited in the 

project

11. Please follow APA style of referencing. For your help visit this 

site and follow it guideline: https://apastyle.apa.org/

ALL THE BEST

12 EEEDUNR05 198063499 Nilajana sensarkar PGDEMA-MESP49 Approved Bibliography is too short refer article, books, journals

13 EEEDUNR05 178698129 Mrs Geeta n.Sondhi PGDEMA-MESP49
Approved with 

modification

Review of related literacher should be in chronological 

order,sample size be increased

14 EEEDUNR05 189759565 Kamonsish Bhattacharya MAEDU-MESP01
Approved with 

modification

How come that you are not writig Review in chronological orde 

r,let the sample size is mentioned since it is survey method ,you 

need more sample

15 EEEDUNR05 189759683 Shalini Rajesh Thadani MAEDU-MESP01
Approved with 

modification

write as Descrptive research method, sample size be more than 

100,references be in chronological order

16 EEEDUNR05 192956228 Roma  A Kumar MAEDU-MESP01
Approved with 

modification

Introduction be shortened,review literature be in chronological 

order synopsis is too lengthy

17 EEEDUNR05 2000722373 Dipshika Bose PGDEMA-MESP49
Approved with 

modification

Rationale of the study be shortened,mention the name of method 

that you intent to use,is it descriptive survey, or Experimental  ok
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18 EEEDUNR05 2000752758 Prasun Kanti kumar PGDEMA-MESP49 Not Approved
your objectives are like paragraph,is it historical study?it a survey, 

descriptive,Review should be properly written .

19 EEEDUNR05 198059388 Daniel Shantkumar Shelke PGDEMA-MESP49 Approved
Shorten your introduction a bit, Review be written in chronological 

order

20 EEEDUNR05 2000722373 Dipshikha Bose PGDEMA-MESP49
Approved with 

modification

Rationale of the study is too lengthy,You should be mentioning 

method,be it descriptive,experimental,size of the sample ,o,k

21 EEEDUNR05 192024967 Mrs Manthana s. Desai PGDEMA-MESP49 Not Approved

You should be  writing  Synopsis with 

objectives,hypotheses,methodology, sample size, data collection, 

data analysis, references properly synchronization is not 

reflected.pl rewrite and submit

22 EEEDUNR05 192017931 Mrs Hemangi Desai PGDEMA-MESP49 Approved approved Introduction be shortened

23 EEEDUNR05 189759572 Seema soares MAEDU-MESP01 Approved Your synopsis is too bulky ,you should be writing short

24 EEEDUNR05 189759605 Shalini singh MAEDU-MESP01
Approved with 

modification

write data collection, data analysis by using simple stastistical  

techniques and introduction part properly

25 EEEDUNR05 192956883 Kharat Dhamaji Eknath MAEDU-MESP01 Approved Introduction is too lengthy ,descriptive survey method be used

26 EEEDUNR05 198090654 Fabano Pintoi PGDEMA-MESP49
Approved with 

modification

Introduction be reduced,Review be in chronological 

order,bibiography is too less

27 EEEDUNR05 198090432 Praveen subramanian PGDEMA-MESP49
Approved with 

modification

you should be writing more 2-3 objectives,Bibliography is not 

eritten ,it should be written in chronological order

28 EEBCADM08 176720436 ABHISHEK PATHAK BCA-BCSP64 Approved Add some more features like expenditure can be shared. 

29 EEBCADM08 176730365 DILIP MOTWANI BCA-BCSP64 Approved project should contain online payment module. 

30 EEBCADM08 176734079 NAYANI KAPAYA BCA-BCSP64 Approved
Nothing is mention about form which language to which language 

content will going to translate.

31 EEBCADM08 161415943 Mohamada Imran Qureshi BCA-BCSP64 Approved

In Objective its mention genetic algorithm will going to used but in 

detail project explanation  nothing is mention about genetic 

algorithm.

32 EEBCADM08 176695809 Upasana Gulati BCA-BCSP64 Approved

ER diagram is completely related to Objective of project redraw 

the ER diagram and also detail description of Project (module 

wise) not given.

33 EEBCADM08 176734030 DAVE SMITA BCA-BCSP64 Approved
IN ER Diagram how teacher and student master will going to 

manage not given.

34 EEBCADM08 159730418 POOJA SHARMA BCA-BCSP64 Approved
What is the purpose of the event manager nothing is mention 

about it.

35 EEBCADM08 176730516 VISHAL KUMAR SINGH BCA-BCSP64 Approved Objective of Project not properly defined. 

36 EEBCADM08 158420615 TANUJ PRASAD BCA-BCSP64 Approved Shopping through Online Payment should be implement.


